Improvement plan for McLaren Flat P.S.
2019 to 2021

School name

McLaren Flat P.S.

Click to upload school logo

Vision statement
McLaren Flat Primary School is a high performing school that improves the
educational attainment and well-being of children and young people in our
community. At McLaren Flat, we work to foster lifelong learning and
commitment to the values of Resilience, Responsibility, Pride, Respect and
Honesty.
We strive to provide a nurturing, caring and harassment free environment that
supports equitable access to a relevant, challenging curriculum for all students.
We have a commitment to supporting students develop a high level of
proficiency in literacy and numeracy skills; and to develop positive attitudes
towards others, themselves, the environment and learning. We support
students to become increasingly responsible for their own learning and
encouraging them to achieve their personal best, to become responsible for
their own behaviour and by promoting enjoyment and acknowledgment of
learning encouraging parental involvement in their child's education.
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Plan summary
This table will be automatically populated
to provide a summary of your plan.

Goals
Increase the number of
high-achieving students in
Mathematics: Number and
maintain higher band retention
from Years 3-7.

Targets
Students who were in higher bands in 2017 NAPLAN maintain high band
status in 2019. PAT data to measure this for 2018 students in 2019.
50% improvement in the conversion rate of at SEA students to HB students.
Ensure every student makes a minimum of 1 year measurable growth in 12 months
measured by PAT M assessments.

Higher band achievement in mathematics increases across Years 3-7 to 25%.
Upper Progress Groups in numeracy 3-5 and 5-7 increase to 25%.

Increase number of
high-achieving students in
English: Writing and maintain
higher band retention from
Year 3-7.

Year 3 NAPLAN writing increases to at least 75% SEA. (At least 24 students)
Year 5 NAPLAN writing increases to at least 75% SEA.
Year 7 NAPLAN writing increases to at least 60% SEA.
Year 3 increases to 25% of students in higher bands.
Year 5 increases to 20% of students in higher bands.
Year 7 increases to 20% of students in higher bands.
Percentage of students above SEA is maintained or improved on 2019 results/

Year 3 NAPLAN writing maintained above 85% SEA and +30% HB
Year 5 NAPLAN writing maintained above 85% SEA and +35% HB
Year 7 NAPLAN writing maintained above 75% SEA and +35% HB

Challenge of practice
IF develop a common R-7 understanding and we adopt and
implement a consistent approach to teaching BIiN focus areas
(Trusting the Count and Place Value - R-2; Multiplicative
Thinking - 3-5; Proportional Reasoning - 6-7) and focus on
explicitly teaching Mathematical vocabulary, THEN we will
increase the amount of students achieving and maintaining SEA
and higher band status in numeracy and create a community of
engaged and participatory Mathematicians.

IF we develop a common R-7 understanding and adopt
and implement a shared approach to teaching Grammar,
text structure and writing conventions, using rich and
complex vocabulary and building oral language skills,
THEN we will increase percentage of students achieving
higher band status in Literacy: Writing; and create a
connected and capable community of Writers.

IF we develop a common understanding and adopt and
implement a shared approach to explicitly teaching reading
comprehension strategies, with a focus on inference THEN
students will be able to apply more complex reading
comprehension strategies and increase their understanding of
texts and we will increase and maintain the rate of SEA
achievement and higher band retention whilst develop a culture of
above 40% and 50% respectively and SEA achievement above 90%. deeper reading and comprehension.

90% of Year 2 Students are at level 21 and above in Reading.
Maintain high level of reading
90% of students at SEA in PAT:R in Yr 2-7.
achievement from Year 2
onwards and maintain and
Year 3 NAPLAN: Reading results indicate 90% or above achieve SEA.
and HB numbers increase above 50%. Increase the number of students in upper
increase the number of
band progress groups 3-5 and 5-7 to 25% or above.
students achieving high band in
English: Reading, in Years 3-7 Year 5 and 7 NAPLAN: Reading results indicate HB achievement
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Improvement plan for McLaren Flat P.S.

2019 to 2021

How to complete this template
• Complete every step. The Quality School Improvement Planning Handbook explains how to do this. In addition, your education director will provide support.
• Complete steps 1 to 3 during term 4 of 2018 and have it approved by the principal, governing council chairperson, and education director.
• Email this plan (steps 1 to 3) to your education director.
• Publish your school improvement plan on your school website.
• Work through step 4 (Improve Practice and Monitor Impact) regularly throughout the school year. This step does not need to be published on your website.
• Complete step 5 (Review and Evaluate) in term 4 of each year. This step does not need to be published on your website, though it should inform the
Improvement Planning and Outcomes section of your annual report to the school community.
• Your school improvement plan will be current for 2019 to 2021 and should be updated in term 4 each year.

For further information and advice, contact:
Andrew Wells
Review, Improvement and Accountability Manager
Phone: 8226 1576
Andrew.Wells@sa.gov.au
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Step 1

Analyse and prioritise

Analyse evidence of student learning and answer the question ‘What are our goals for improvement?’ Specify up to 3
goals and annual targets for student learning improvement in the table below.
The Quality School Improvement Planning Handbook explains how to do this.

Goals
Goal 1

Goal 2

Goal 3

Targets
Increase the number of high-achieving
students in Mathematics: Number and
maintain higher band retention from
Years 3-7.

Increase number of high-achieving
students in English: Writing and
maintain higher band retention from
Year 3-7.

Maintain high level of reading
achievement from Year 2 onwards and
maintain and increase the number of
students achieving high band in English:
Reading, in Years 3-7

2019

Students who were in higher bands in 2017 NAPLAN maintain high band
status in 2019. PAT data to measure this for 2018 students in 2019.

2020

50% improvement in the conversion rate of at SEA students to HB students.
Ensure every student makes a minimum of 1 year measurable growth in 12 months measured by PAT M
assessments.

2021

Higher band achievement in mathematics increases across Years 3-7 to 25%.
Upper Progress Groups in numeracy 3-5 and 5-7 increase to 25%.

2019

Year 3 NAPLAN writing increases to at least 75% SEA. (At least 24 students)
Year 5 NAPLAN writing increases to at least 75% SEA.
Year 7 NAPLAN writing increases to at least 60% SEA.

2020

Year 3 increases to 25% of students in higher bands.
Year 5 increases to 20% of students in higher bands.
Year 7 increases to 20% of students in higher bands.
Percentage of students above SEA is maintained or improved on 2019 results/

2021

Year 3 NAPLAN writing maintained above 85% SEA and +30% HB
Year 5 NAPLAN writing maintained above 85% SEA and +35% HB
Year 7 NAPLAN writing maintained above 75% SEA and +35% HB

2019

90% of Year 2 Students are at level 21 and above in Reading.
90% of students at SEA in PAT:R in Yr 2-7.

2020

Year 3 NAPLAN: Reading results indicate 90% or above achieve SEA.
and HB numbers increase above 50%. Increase the number of students in upper band progress groups 3-5
and 5-7 to 25% or above.

2021

Year 5 and 7 NAPLAN: Reading results indicate HB achievement above 40%
and 50% respectively and SEA achievement above 90%.
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Step 2

Determine challenge of practice

Consider how improvements in teaching practice will help to achieve your improvement goals and answer the
question ‘What areas of practice should we focus on improving to reach our goals?’ Specify your challenge of
practice for each goal in the table below.
The Quality School Improvement Planning Handbook explains how to do this.

Challenge of practice
Goal 1

IF develop a common R-7 understanding and we adopt and implement a consistent approach to teaching BIiN focus areas
(Trusting the Count and Place Value - R-2; Multiplicative Thinking - 3-5; Proportional Reasoning - 6-7) and focus on explicitly
teaching Mathematical vocabulary, THEN we will increase the amount of students achieving and maintaining SEA and higher band
status in numeracy and create a community of engaged and participatory Mathematicians.

Goal 2

IF we develop a common R-7 understanding and adopt and implement a shared approach to teaching Grammar, text structure and
writing conventions, using rich and complex vocabulary and building oral language skills, THEN we will increase percentage of
students achieving higher band status in Literacy: Writing; and create a connected and capable community of Writers.

Goal 3

IF we develop a common understanding and adopt and implement a shared approach to explicitly teaching reading
comprehension strategies, with a focus on inference THEN students will be able to apply more complex reading comprehension
strategies and increase their understanding of texts and we will increase and maintain the rate of SEA achievement and higher
band retention whilst develop a culture of deeper reading and comprehension.
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Step 3

Plan actions for improvement

Consider evidence of best practice to answer the question ‘What actions should we take to improve our practice and reach our goals?’ Specify your
actions for improvement, timeline, responsibility, resources and success criteria for each goal in the tables below.
The Quality School Improvement Planning Handbook explains how to do this.

Goal 1
Challenge of practice

Actions

Increase the number of high-achieving students in Mathematics: Number and maintain higher band retention from
Years 3-7.
IF develop a common R-7 understanding and we adopt and implement a consistent approach to teaching BIiN focus areas
(Trusting the Count and Place Value - R-2; Multiplicative Thinking - 3-5; Proportional Reasoning - 6-7) and focus on
explicitly teaching Mathematical vocabulary, THEN we will increase the amount of students achieving and maintaining
SEA and higher band status in numeracy and create a community of engaged and participatory Mathematicians.

Timeline

Roles and responsibilities

Resources

Teachers explicitly teach Mathematical vocabulary
and number fluency skills R-7 to improve problem
solving.
Using a sequential teaching continuum. We explore
the role a whole school reference text can play in
guiding our professional learning conversations.

2019-2021
Ongoing

Leadership prioritise professional conversations to strengthen whole school
approach to BIiN and the teaching of mathematical vocabulary. Leaders encourage
staff to examine own beliefs and dispositions around numeracy. Leaders will use
professional conversations to strengthen whole school approaches to numeracy.
Staff: Consistent vocabulary used R-7. Leadership to support with T & D. and
Engage with S&V 5-9 Maths Project - Upper Primary Staff.
Teachers promote positive engagement with numeracy. They teach number sense
sequentially. Big concepts are taught visually and explore the implementation of
guided inquiry approaches.

BIiN resources and assessment kits
Ann Baker - Natural Maths strategies.
SI Guide - Numeracy: Stretch.
Activities, programs and tools to support number
skills and fluency.

R-2 teachers focus on teaching
'Trusting the Count' and 'Place Value';
3-5 teachers focus on teaching
'Multiplicative Thinking'; and 6-7
teachers focus on teaching
'Proportional Reasoning'.

2019-2021
Ongoing.

Leadership provide funding and release to support
Professional Development and time to accurately assess
student understanding.
Intensively target students who fell out of SEA or were close
to HB. Gather baseline data Term 1 and follow progress
towards throughout 2019 with final assessment in Term 4.

BIiN tools
Online course -'How to Learn Maths' Jo
Boaler.
Staff T&D - Best Advice Papers
Networking time with Partnership
Twilight session - Di Siemon (DfE)
Numeracy agreement that focusses on sequential teaching.

Staff refreshed in use of
Assessment for common
misunderstandings (BIIN)

2019 and
ongoing as
required
with new
staff.

Leadership provide funding and release to
support Professional Development and time
to accurately assess student understanding.
Teachers implementing ACM and using data
formatively.

Local PLC groups.
ACM support material.
BIiN support docs.
Time and release for assessment and
analysis.
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Step 3 continued
Goal 1 continued
Actions

Plan actions for improvement

Increase the number of high-achieving students in Mathematics: Number and maintain higher band retention from
Years 3-7.

Timeline

Roles and responsibilities

Resources

Develop a responsive and data informed
framework for providing intervention for
students in Numeracy who are below SEA or
at risk of falling below SEA.
We track and monitor data at an individual
level.

Ongoing
2019-2021.
From Term
2 2019.

Leadership- schedule regular meetings with IESP team at site level.
Co-construction of intervention and extension plans for students.
Implement real time tracking of zoned learners ( i.e. SEA and HB zones).
Development of quality Wave 1 interventions and core knowledge at a
classroom level R-7.

Review and revisit Site Numeracy
Agreement and Engage with
professional learning as required to
build professional knowledge.Critical
review conversations - re intent,
support and intervention; and stretch.

Term 1
2019.
Annual
review
thereafter.

All Staff
Leadership facilitate review process and monitor
implementation. Leaders will use professional
conversations to strengthen whole school
approaches to numeracy.
Teachers ensure implementation.

Staff meeting time, SI guidebooks. Existing
plan, review tools.
Classroom implementation guidebook.

Develop best practice through focusses
PDP and data analysis with staff using
evidence based, innovative pedagogy
that develops number sense using all
curriculum proficiencies. We embed a
culture of high expectations in Numeracy

Ongoing
2019-2021

Leadership - implement regular and rigorous PDP Plans with staff.
Leaders will use professional conversations to strengthen whole school
approaches to numeracy. We will use collaborative classroom
observations and feedback to support advances in professional practice.
Staff - commitments to action and reflective practice. Implementing
actions from feedback. Co-Construction of intervention and extension
strategies at classroom level in response to student learning data.
Review levels of challenge.

SI Guidebooks and TfEL. PDP templates.
Commitment to action plans. Real Time
learning data for students.

Staff establish common perspective of 1 years growth and reflect on
progress against agreed benchmarks.

Total financial resources allocated
Success criteria

Maths for Learner Intervention program.
Too Smart maths intervention.
Benchmarks.
Scorelink tracking tools.

TBC when values known and updated.

Students below SEA or who fell out of SEA in 2018 data show improvement to be above SEA in 2019. Students who were just below higher bands,
or who fell out of higher bands, show higher band attainment or maintain higher status.
Students have the foundation skills to meet the numeracy demands in all subject areas.
School community has a culture of enjoyment, fun and engagement with the mathematics curriculum and growth mindset around learning numeracy.
Students are able to trust the count and subitise and beginning to use multiplicative thinking, are developing partitioning and proportional reasoning
skills. Students demonstrate competency with number sense and curriculum proficiencies.
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Step 3 continued

Plan actions for improvement

Goal 2

Increase number of high-achieving students in English: Writing and maintain higher band retention from Year
3-7.

Challenge of practice

IF we develop a common R-7 understanding and adopt and implement a shared approach to teaching
Grammar, text structure and writing conventions, using rich and complex vocabulary and building oral
language skills, THEN we will increase percentage of students achieving higher band status in Literacy:
Writing; and create a connected and capable community of Writers.

Actions

Timeline

Roles and responsibilities

Resources

To create a focus on oral language 2019
development. Students learn and
use rich and complex vocabulary.
Planned, daily approach with
intentional teaching of vocabulary.

R-2 teachers- Incorporate 'turn and talk', eye to eye and piggy backing (open
questions) oral language tasks. provide regular opportunities for rich play based
learning opportunities.
3-5 - teachers - Incorporate reflective questioning and group oral language activities.
6-7 teachers - Incorporate oral questioning activities and group questioning sessions
as part of literacy learning.
All staff build opportunities to provide dialogue rich classrooms.
Leadership incorporate staff development as part of staff meetings and ensure a
whole school approach to integrating Oral Language and writing skiils.

Big 6 OL project, Speech Pathologist support and
ongoing partnership project.
Time and release as required.
Resources and articles supporting good OL
practice.
PD as required.

Daily, intentional focus during
literacy block on explicit teaching
of Grammar and language
conventions relevant to individual
student needs (differentiation).

2019

All teachers R-5 teaching Jolly Grammar.
Leadership to lead revisiting of Jolly Grammar.
Focus on a consistent approach R-7
Revised literacy agreements and year level
expectations.

Jolly Grammar resources.
Professional Development for new and existing
staff.
Time and Release.
Resources that support planning and
documentation of teaching and learning intentions.

Focus on genre and text structure. Ensure
students understand that genres have
particular purposes and are written with a
specific audience in mind.
Focus on creativity and engagement, and
deepen strategies for formative assessment
in writing.

2020
Brightpath
2020-1

R-2 - Learn about genre purpose and specific structure.
3-5 - Teach structural features and sentence structure
6-7 - Compare and contrast different genres. Use short
writes to practice language structures.
All staff developing moderation and assessment practices
at a whole school level.
Leaders: explore implementation of Brightpath

Sheena Cameron resources and professional
development
Revise/revisit genre continuum.
PD Brightpath - options
Time and release - PD funding.
SLLIP
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Step 3 continued
Goal 2 continued
Actions

Plan actions for improvement

Increase number of high-achieving students in English: Writing and maintain higher band retention from Year
3-7.
Timeline

Roles and responsibilities

Resources

Review and implement agreed
Literacy agreement.
Critical review conversations - re
intent, support and intervention;
and stretch.

2019
Term 1 and
annual
review
thereafter.

All Staff
Leadership facilitate review process and monitor
implementation. Leaders will use professional
conversations to strengthen whole school
approaches to numeracy.
Teachers ensure implementation.

Staff meeting time, SI guidebooks. Existing
plan, review tools.
Classroom implementation plan template.

Develop best practice through focusses
PDP and data analysis with staff using
evidence based, innovative pedagogy
that develop writing skills using all
curriculum proficiencies. We embed a
culture of high expectations in English.

2019-2021
Ongoing, 6
monthly
PDP and
termly obs.

Leadership - implement regular and rigorous PDP Plans with staff. Leaders
will use professional conversations to strengthen whole school approaches
to developing writers.. We will use collaborative classroom observations
and conversations to support advances in professional practice.
Staff - commitments to action and reflective practice. Implementing actions
from feedback. Co-Construction of intervention and extension strategies at
classroom level in response to student learning data.
Review levels of challenge.

PDP guides and templates.
SI Guidebooks
Primary Years Literacy Guide.
Cognitive coaching guides.

Develop a responsive and data informed
framework for providing intervention for
students in English; Writing who are
below SEA or at risk of falling below SEA.
We track and monitor data at an
individual level.

2019-2021
Ongoing
with termly
analysis and
review.

Leadership- schedule regular meetings with IESP team at site level.
Co-construction of intervention and extension plans for students.
Implement real time tracking of zoned learners ( i.e. SEA and HB zones).
Development of quality Wave 1 interventions and core knowledge at a
classroom level R-7.

Tracking mechanism
Data tools.
Benchmarks,
NAPLAN scoring guides for writing,
Con-constructed rubrics.

Staff establish common perspective of 1 years growth and reflect on
progress against agreed benchmarks.

Total financial resources allocated
Success criteria

TBC when values known and updated.

Increase in percentage above SEA and in higher bands in writing results 3-7.
2019 Year 3 - 75% SEA; Year 5 - 75% SEA; Year 7 - 60% SEA.
More teachers confident with implementation of Jolly Grammar.
Students demonstrating confidence in the text structure of different genres (evident in their writing).
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Step 3 continued

Plan actions for improvement

Goal 3

Maintain high level of reading achievement from Year 2 onwards and maintain and increase the number of students
achieving high band in English: Reading, in Years 3-7

Challenge of practice

IF we develop a common understanding and adopt and implement a shared approach to explicitly teaching
reading comprehension strategies, with a focus on inference THEN students will be able to apply more
complex reading comprehension strategies and increase their understanding of texts and we will increase
and maintain the rate of SEA achievement and higher band retention whilst develop a culture of deeper
reading and comprehension.

Actions

Timeline

Roles and responsibilities

Resources

Intentionally teaching the language of
inference and implementing a targeted
approach to explicitly teaching questioning
techniques. Explicit teaching of QAR
Strategies (Question Answer Relationships)
around literature and factual texts. Deepen
expertise in close reading

2019 Term 2
onward.
QAR 2020
2021

Leadership supports professional development.
R-3 teachers program intentionally to teach inference (finding the hidden
message).
Explicit teaching around non-fiction texts, advertising posters, expositions,
brochures, maps.
Teachers use a variety of different printed and digital texts to expose
students to the language and purpose of inference.Teachers: Read and put
into practice - acquire resources. Build PD opportunities around QAR.

Sheena Cameron strategies
The Big 6 - PD & Docs
Best practice papers
Various non fiction examples of inference and persuasion.
Au & Raphael - QAR comprehension lessons series.
Scholastic QAR ebooks.
Time and Release

Use reading data and observations to identify
needs in student and teacher learning. Target
and align PDP conversations and coaching
with SIP and Literacy Agreement priorities and subsequently develop PD priorities.
Follow up through ongoing PDP processes

2019Term 2

Leaders ensure access to data and support
analysis and review / commitments to action.
Provide access to resourcing to facilitate PD.
Teachers - tracking and monitoring and recording
achievement data for all students. PD followed by
commitments to action.

Time and Release. SIP/PDP and Agreement
documentation readily avialble.

Leadership- schedule regular meetings with IESP team at site level.
Co-construction of intervention and extension plans for students.
Implement real time tracking of zoned learners ( i.e. SEA and HB zones).
Development of quality Wave 1 interventions and core knowledge at a
classroom level R-7.

Time and Release. Data sets consistently
updated and managed - RR NAP PAT.
Release time as required for staff to
undertake deeper level assessment and
feedback including conferencing.

Consistently monitoring of all readers 2019 start to ensure stretch for HB readers and ongoing
support for readers close to or below termly.
SEA. Allocate appropriate
interventions as required.

Staff establish common perspective of 1 years growth and reflect on
progress against agreed benchmarks. Tracking and monitoring and quality
assessment are core business.
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Step 3 continued
Goal 3 continued
Actions

Plan actions for improvement

Maintain high level of reading achievement from Year 2 onwards and maintain and increase the number of students
achieving high band in English: Reading, in Years 3-7

Timeline

Roles and responsibilities

development of staff around Sheena Cameron's
strategies of reading comprehension.
Staff; PD engage in appropriate and development
of implementation plans for classrooms and
programs.

Sheena Cameron - Strategies of reading
comprehension.
The Big 6 components of reading. Staff meeting
and PD time and release as required.
SI Guidebooks
Primary Years Literacy Guide.

Co-Design of a whole school approach 2020
to improvements in reading instruction
that explicitly teaches all elements of
RC that effective readers use. Informed
by learning progressions and Big 6
sequential development of skills.

Implement: Agreed and targeted teaching around
meta-cognition.
All Staff - participate in reviews and development of
whole school approach and sequential teaching.
Construction of the McLaren Flat Way - for
developing competent readers. Whole school buy in.

AC learning progressions.
PD time to support/
SLLIP support with curriculum foci.
SI Guidebooks
Primary Years Literacy Guide.

Review Literacy: Reading
Agreement and Strengthen our
shared understanding of the
impact of applied reading
comprehension activities.

All Staff
Leadership facilitate review process and monitor
implementation. Leaders will use professional
conversations to strengthen whole school
approaches to numeracy.
Teachers ensure implementation.

Model implementation plan.
Current Literacy Agreement.
Models of other agreements for reference.
Best Practice Guides for alignment.

Teachers implement explicit
programs on the mechanics of
reading and comprehension R-7.

2019 - 2021 Leadership plans and supports professional

Resources

2019 Term
and annual
thereafter.

Total financial resources allocated
Success criteria

TBC when values known and updated.

Students demonstrate that they can read and comprehend various text types across all learning areas.
Students are able to decode at literal, inferential and response levels.
Students apply comprehension strategies ( here, hidden and head and QAR).
The school has culture reflective of a community of engaged and participatory readers.
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School improvement plan

Approvals

Approved by principal

Josh Anderson
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Approved by governing council chairperson
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